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Introduction

• Alice wants to send a secret message to Bob using binary code.

• The protocol that will be used is based on the possibility of the

presence of a spy.



The tools that are going to be used to send the information are 

photons

Two bases are chosen , so that one of 

them is rotated 45º with respect to the

other. This is essential to fulfill statistical

results obtained in the protocol.

Only one photon is sent for each digit of  

the code. In case that more than one

photon was sent the spy could steal

information without being detected. information without being detected. 

Alice  sends a photon with well

defined polarization, and Bob detects

it using a beam splitter. Since only

one photon is sent its projection will

be detected just in one of the

detectors (D1 and D2). 



Protocol BB84

� PREPARATION OF THE CODE:
� The message that Alice wants to send has to be long enough due to

security reasons. Moreover, this message also has to fulfill statistical

laws in order to have the chance to detect the spy.

� Alice prepares a random chain of bits and encodes them in the polarized� Alice prepares a random chain of bits and encodes them in the polarized

state using randomly the two basis.



� DETECTION OF THE CODE:
� Bob receives the photons and analyzes their polarization using the same

basis set of Alice in a random way.
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� PUBLICATION OF THE BASIS:
� Both of them publish the sequence of basis they have used. There are 

two possibilities:

� If the basis are not the same, the bit is discarded.

� If the basis are the same, the bit that Bob obtaines should be equal to Alice’s

one.
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� PUBLICATIONS OF PART OF THE CODE:
� However, not always having the same basis implies a perfect correlation, 

due to the presence of the spy. The following could happen:

� This would happen in the 25 % of the cases. Thus, they publish part of 

the code, and if 25% of the bits are different, they assume that there is a 

spy. This part of the code is removed.

� Moreover, there are always errors coming from different sources that

can  affect the code. If the error on the correlation is more than 5 %, we

discard it.
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� ERROR CORRECTION:
� If the previously described conditions are fulfilled, an error correction

protocol has to be applied.  Taking the remaining code, they sum the nth

and the mth bits, and publish the result. Two different cases are 

distinguished:

� If the result is different, they discard both bits.

1   0   0   0   1   0                   1 + 0  = 1;    ALICE

1   0   0   0   1   1                    1 + 1 = 0;     BOB1   0   0   0   1   1                    1 + 1 = 0;     BOB

� If the result is the same, they discard the second option.

1   0   0   0   1   1                   1 + 1 = 0;    ALICE

1   0   0   0   1   1                    1 + 1 = 0;     BOB



Conclusions

Alice and Bob share a very secure code, but the price to pay to obtain this

security is a huge lose of information, as can be seen in the following

picture.


